
 
November 1, 2019 
 
Buff Scott Jr, and the Apparent Contradiction of Mark 16:8 
“More On The Resurrection” 
 
King James Mark 16:8.  Buff wrote -"When Mark says the women 
left the tomb and said nothing to anyone,” does he contradict the 
other gospels? Of course. It is a glorious, baffling contradiction—
to which I have no explanation."   
  
A post about this subject made under "Frequently Ask Questions" 
at the Ekklesia Bible project, would help future member on this 
site to deliberate disputes about false Bible translations. 
 
Moderator of the Ekklesia Bible Project Will Wade 
 
First please Download the free Ekklesia Bible translation from this 
Web site. www.ekklesiabibleproject.com 
 
At the first, let us establish some absolute facts. For our salvation -
We must research the ancient languages of the Bible and make 
certain we Know what is the exact day the women purchase Spices 
to anoint the dead body of the Christ. 
 
You may ask the question what is so important that we know for 
certain when the women Purchase spices. In all the most popular 
Bible translations, we that choose to live and worship from the 
Ekklesia Bible translation promote that Devils use the Purchase of 
spices by the women to rip truth from the Gospel of Christ. The 
False record of the Purchase of Spices on Sunday in Mark 16:1 
destroys truth in understanding the true and exact resurrection 
moment of the Christ. Just One verse misplaced in the Bible record 
will make the entire Bible appear to be  pagan. 
  



This Entire Bible discussion will hinge on understanding and 
believing truth in the translation of the purchase of Spices by the 
women.  Learn truth in how to measure the exact resurrection day 
of the Christ. Believe it: Your salvation of your entire eternal life 
will depend on true worship by knowing and accepting the gospel 
truth of the true resurrection moment of the Christ.  
 
  A reply to questions and some teaching of our brother Buff Scott 
JR.  
• Buff Scott Jr. REFORMATION RUMBLINGS 
 “More On The Resurrection” 
King James Mark 16:8.  Buff wrote -"When Mark says the women 
left the tomb and said nothing to anyone,” does he contradict the 
other gospels? Of course. It is a glorious, baffling contradiction—
to which I have no explanation."   
 
[Reply] True Mark 16:8 is baffling but Mark 16:8 is in most Bibles 
is translated  truth and a fact and Mark 16: verse 8 is not the truth 
killing contradiction. The problem causing Mark 16:8 to appear to 
be a contradiction is from the clever manipulating Mark 1:1 into 
the wrong chapter and the purchase of spices on a Sunday morning 
is making the false record to appear to be a part of the resurrection 
moment of the Christ. 
 
This placing the purchase of spices to make the Bible records 
appear to be a part of the resurrection by a member archbishop of 
the Catholic Church.  For a high ranking member of the Catholic 
church to make a Bible Chapter and verse number out of place to 
deceive about the true resurrection moment of the Christ is nothing 
so strange about the teaching traditions of the Catholic Church. 
 
Translating the baffling records of the purchase of Spices on 
Sunday morning for all the more popular translated Bibles, leads 
the Saints of God into making a pagan worship at sunrise on the 
day of the  pagan Sun god.   



 
The problem is to misplace the purchase of spices in Mark 16:1 
that will make many other contradictions is not a "glorious 
contradiction." This contradiction of all Bible mistranslations, will 
actually wreck the gospel of Christ and wreck the spiritual lives of 
millions of the Saints. This twisting of the Bible record and then 
make Bible contradictions made by placing the wrong chapter 
number Mark 16:1 is the most horrendous and baffling 
contradiction, so clever a contradiction made by devils with the 
only purpose to deceive the Saints of God.  
 
To show just how completely baffling and deceiving this placing 
Mark in the wrong chapter is, I have from infancy listen to 
thousands of sermons from members of the church of Christ and 
from other religions. Many have taught me that there is horrendous 
Bible contradictions and false Bible translations. When I was a 
young Bible student, One old preacher warns me, his actual words 
were; “You should not make the study of the death burial and 
resurrection or else this Bible study will cause you to lose your 
faith.” I begin to reason if Bible translations made this old Preacher 
lose his Faith in the Bible, I would make my study of the death 
burial and resurrection only from the ancient languages of the 
Bible. One of the best decisions I have ever made. 
 
  I am now ninety-one years old and from infancy, I have been 
taught by my parent’s, preachers and I am taught from some of the 
world’s most scholarly university professors and not one ever so 
much as give me the warning that the Catholic Church has 
misplaced the chapter number of Mark 16:1.  This is proof this 
mistranslation of the Bible by the Catholic Church is totally 
baffling and the most difficult to discover false Bible translation 
for all Bible students. 
 
When men see contradictions in their Bible translations or in 
records, some reason the contradiction is the Bible writers that 



have made contradictions and they lose faith in the Bible records.  
When losing faith in the Bible records some will begin to make 
other false Bible translations. They make Bible contradictions 
appear to be unimportant by translating not to worry about Bible 
contradictions; they will teach because you are not saved by your 
works or your wicked unrepentant sins will not make self unsaved 
and you do not need truth in true Bible translations to be saved.  
 
There is a world of difference in some Bible translations. To 
discover which of the Bible translation is true becomes your 
responsibility for your salvation.     
 
The claim and the  purpose of the Ekklesia Bible translation is to 
remove all false Bible translations, words and names of blasphemy 
that are added to the Bible records by members of the Catholic 
Church and false Bible translation made by protestant churches.    
In the Ekklesia Bible, translation removes this apparent 
contradiction made by members of the Catholic church simply by 
moving the record of the purchase of spices back to where it 
should be at the end of chapter 15.  Then start chapter 16 with the 
women coming to the tomb after sunrise on the day Mia (day One) 
of the Sabbaton. 
 
Something needed for certain your salvation specially is not taught 
in any religious school of higher learning is the Bible "time mode."  
Take careful note, In different Bible translations, Bibles are 
translated or mistranslated with two entirely different types of 
measuring Bible time.  
 
The Ekklesia Bible translation is translated in the natural occurring 
Bible time that is the measure of time made only with the eye. 
Only found In this Bible translation Bible natural eye observed 
"Set times of God" in the astronomical miracles of God will show 
the  Parallels of other astronomical miracles of God that reveal the 



great power of God that makes the gospel of Christ living, 
powerful and alive.  
  
The other time mode made in all the more popular but different 
Bible translations  is the artificial time mode. To remove from the 
Bible record the power in Set times of God, the Artificial time 
mode is crippled to show the awesome time events in the parallels 
of natural occurring set time Events of God in astronomical 
miracles  The Artificial time mode requires a clock or man made 
instrument to tell the time or any translated set time event of God. 
All the more popular Bibles translate in their Bibles  what 
astrophysicists name the artificial time mode, a religious time 
mode made first for the religion of the ancient pagan Egyptians. 
 
For your salvation you must decide which Time mode your choose 
to be saved for your Bible translation. We warn you to worship in 
truth, choose the wrong time mode and you can not possibly know 
truth of any "set times" of God.  
  
In the entire Ekklesia Bible translations the entire Bible is 
translated from the book of Genesis as the natural occurring Bible 
time that is a time measure made only with the eye. Take careful 
note if you today were living only by measuring natural occurring 
time for your civil calendar you would easily understand how to 
measure true Bible Time as is translated in the Ekklesia Bible 
translation.  
 
In the twenty-first century You are not requires to live by 
measuring natural occurring time or any set time events made with 
the Eye. Instead you live by measuring civil time with a Clock a 
time measuring system established for you by the order of the Pope 
of the Catholic church over one thousand years ago.  
 
To understand The Ekklesia Bible translation made only in the 
natural time mode is more difficult for the Bible student living in 



the artificial time keeping system established as Bible time for the 
Bible translations made first only by the Catholic Church.  
 
We want to document above all and get this fact well understood, 
The members of the Catholic church do not live or worship by 
your Bible translations made for modern artificial time keeping but 
the catholic church only live and worship by the Catholic 
Catechism (The instructions making the claim to be from God). 
 
 What the Catholic Church translates and promotes in the most 
popular Bible translations is not made for living and worship for 
the Catholic Church. What members of the Catholic Church 
translate in their Bibles is only a translated Bible made by the 
Catholic church for the Protestants to make the Protestants believe 
in her false catechism.  
 
 The reformer will never be able to defeat the false teaching of the 
Catholic Church or  to defeat her false doctrines by using her 
words and her names of blasphemy translated into her Bibles and 
her false doctrine (instruction making the claim to be from God).   
 
The Ekklesia Bible translation translates the entire Bible in the 
natural eye observed time keeping method. To measure with the 
eye Bible time is completely opposite of measuring a solar day 
artificially from midnight with the clock.   
 
All the other more popular Bible translations are translated in the 
pagan time keeping system set by the Catholic Church.  The Bible 
Time set for pagans is to keep all Bible time and set times of God 
to worship with a clock using the ancient pagan religion of solar 
days of the seven sky gods of the Week or the Month for 
translation of the religion of the pagan Bible days.  
 



People that live only by the civil time keeping calendar of a clock, 
then it is hard to understand Bible time keeping written only in the 
natural occurring time measure that is measured only with the eye.  
 
Now take note this record of the natural occurring Bible time, 
After they crucify Christ and remove him from the cross at the end 
of the daylight hours. See Luke 23:54 Luke will write to give the 
eye measure of the exact time of the finish entombment of the 
Christ is at The Jewish Greek time of "Epiphosko." An eye 
measure of "Epiphosko" is to see the "lighting up the night" of the 
new solar day to celebrate the Passover of the Jews. 
 
Now take this note of how Matthew will document the moment of 
resurrection is written by Matthew 28:1. The record of the 
resurrection is at the exact parallel to the same moment of the 
finished entombment of Christ, at the eye observed time of  
"epiphosko" The records of time measure is made only with the 
eye, the lighting up the night of the day "Mia" or the cardinal 
numeral of "one" of the seven day solar Sabbaton. 
 
Can you see the Parallel in the moment of entombment and in the 
moment of the resurrection is the eye measure of time, which is an 
exact parallel to dusk of the evening?  Christ did in fact resurrect in 
the dusk of the evening.   
 
Then take note the women that came to the tomb after sunrise 
(Catholic translation of Mark 16:2) is over twelve hours difference 
from the same women coming to the tomb of Christ just after the 
resurrection moment. To place the purchase of spices on Sunday 
and together with the going to the tomb after sunrise creates the 
horrendous contradiction to make the record appear to be a sunrise 
resurrection. 
 
Your Bible may translate that your Christ resurrects at sunrise on 
your civil day that you live by, The first day of the week (of the 



seven sky gods).  Some try to teach as truth that modern civil day 
Sunday or your translated Bible first day of the "week" is not the 
same as the days of the seven pagan sky gods. Pagan Week days 
are weekdays made at the first for Pagans and not for the Bible. 
 Some history is teaching the one kind of The seven-day week 
originates with in ancient Babylon prior to 600 BC.  
 The clock is one of the oldest human inventions, The Egyptian 
Water clocks, also known as clepsydrae (sg: clepsydra), along with 
the sundials, are possibly the oldest time-measuring instruments. 
With Clocks the pagans could start their solar day artificially at 
midnight when people were asleep. 
 
There is history of the week, around 3,500 BCE, In ancient Egypt 
where the week was first invented, astrologers assigned each day 
of the week the name of a god. In a culture where days were 
consumed by religion, it is unsurprising that the days of the week 
were made in homage to the seven sky gods believed to rule the 
lives of mortals and follow the old pagan tradition of giving thanks 
to the gods of the Wucu or week of old..   Emperor Constantine 
converted Rome to a Catholic pagan kind of a Christianity and 
standardized the seven-day week of the seven sky gods across the 
Roman Empire.  
 Because all popular Bibles mistranslate the artificial measure of 
weekdays and "months" (are not correctly translated as "Moons") 
but  some Bible "week" or "Wucu" days or months are 
mistranslated and named after the seven Pagan gods of the sky.  
 
Take note the Ekklesia Bible translations removes all pagan time 
references from the Ekklesia Bible translation. 
 
1) Sun's day, the first day of the week or Sunday, as you may be 
able to guess, is pagan the “Sun’s Day” 
2) Moon's day, The wife goddess of the sun god.  
3) Tue’s day the day of the god of war,  
4) The Norse god of war "Woden's day,"  



5)  The god of lighting, thunder, weather, Thurgan's day, 
6)  the Norse goddess Fria's day, the wife of Woden. 
7)  the sky god that kills and eats humans “Saturn’s day.” 
 You cannot possibly be made any more of a pagan then to keep a 
“Bible Week day" of the pagan sun god of "Sunday."  A weekday 
is an artificial time measure made only with clocks.  
 
The Bible seven-day solar "Sabbaton" is the eye measure of natural 
occurring of a time or times set by God.  The pagan days of the 
week start artificially at a time set by men (at Midnight). 
 
The Bible seven day solar  'Sabbaton" starts at the time in the 
creation of the beginning of dark on the first day of creation and 
the measure the Sabbaton is made with the eye to copy in solar 
cycles from the seven days of Creation.    
 
 This contradiction made by Mark 16:1 is so baffling that even the 
most intellectual of all Bible translators have no explanations for it. 
Yet if you look close, you do not need to be able to read the Greek 
to see how false Bible translators twist the record to make the 
contradiction of Mark 16:1. The Ability to read the Greek will help 
but is not necessary to discover what is the cause to make only 
what appears to be a Contradiction of Mark 16:8  
 
 Mark 16:1  is misplaced to make the deception of a sunrise 
resurrection. To see "after" which "Sabbath" these same women 
will make the purchase of Spices.  Look at the “time parallel” in 
the record of the purchase of spices found in Luke 23:56. In the 
parallel record of Luke The same record of the purchase of spices 
by the same women, they purchase the spices after the Passover 
high Sabbath day and not after the seventh day Sabbath.  
 
After sunrise on a Sunday morning is mistranslated to be a part of 
the resurrection is chapter misplaced in Mark Chapter 16:1.  [Will 
Wade] 



 
Buff wrote again;    "Note, please, the “inaccuracy of transcribers,” 
as Clarke remarked, which bears testimony to what I said earlier—
namely, there’s a possibility translators are at fault relative to the 
apparent contradiction. " 
 
Buff is correct the Bible translators are not only possible to 
transcribe to make this what only appears to be a contradiction (but 
in truth Mark 6:8 is not the actual contradiction). The problem is 
devils conspire with a  purpose to mistranslate Mark 16.1 this 
misplacing the purchase of spices will make the apparent 
contradiction of Mark 16:8. 
 
Read this verse in the Ekklesia Bible translation showing  the exact 
time when the women made the purchase of spices  according to 
the Ekklesia Bible record of Luke, {23:56} And they returned 
[after the Passover Sabbath], and prepared spices and ointments. 
And on the [seventh] Sabbath [day] they rested according to the 
commandment.  
 
The members of the Catholic church twisting the Chapter numbers 
and adding the purchase of spices was in truth, some twelve hours 
past the resurrection moment. The time conspiracy to misplace 
chapter number of Mark 16:1  is a classic errata  made by these 
Catholic leaders to deceive you and to in error establish their false 
resurrection and promote their pagan worship on Sunday for the 
entire Christian world.  
  
It was the Catholic Archbishop Stephen Langton and Cardinal 
Hugo de Sancto Caro in the early 13th century  that developed to 
deceive by the different schemas for systematic division of all the 
translated Bibles in the world (Except the Ekklesia Bible 
translation does not accept all Chapter divisions that are made by 
members of the Catholic Church).  
 



Understand the belief of Catholics. The rulers and leaders of the 
Catholic church reject the words of Christ when he said, “salvation 
is [written] of the Jews” (Plural). 
Ekklesia Bible translation 
John {4:21} Y'ehsus said unto her, Woman, believe me, the hour 
comes, when neither in this mountain [only], nor in Jerusalem 
[only], shall you worship the Father. {4:22} you worship that 
which you know not: we worship that which we know; for 
salvation is [written] from the Jews. 
 
The rulers and leaders of the Catholic Church reject the words of 
Paul teaching the written oracles from God are written only by the 
Jews. 
Romans  {3:1} What advantage then has the Jew? or what is the 
profit of circumcision? {3:2} Much every way: first of all, that 
they were entrusted with the [written] oracles of God. 
 
All Members of the Catholic Church reject the record of Jude that 
says the written Faith or the written oracles of Faith that or written 
just once for all time.   
Jude {1:3} Agape beloved, while I was giving all diligence to 
write unto you of our common salvation, I was compelled [by the 
spirit] to write unto you exhorting you to debate earnestly for the 
faith which was [written just] once for all [time and] delivered unto 
the saints.  
 
Take very careful note, If members of the Catholic Church 
misplace just one Chapter number in your mistranslated Bible they 
can make a dangerous deception that will rob you of your eternal 
life (if to be saved the record is teaching us truth that to be saved 
we must have truth in our worship to God (John 4:23-24; John 
8:32).   
 
At one time, all the ancient manuscripts of the Bible the words 
were run together without, Chapter and verses. The Latin Vulgate 



was a Bible translation into the Latin from the Vatican codex. Pope 
Damasus commissions Jerome to translate the Vatican Codex into 
the Latin Vulgate. Pope Damasus commissions Jerome to translate 
The Latin Vulgate in the late fourth century. No Catholic lives or 
worships only by their Latin Vulgate.  
 
 At first The Vatican Codex or the Latin Vulgate did not have 
chapter or verse numbers. If you see chapter and verse numbers in 
the modern Latin Vulgate they are made centuries later by 
members of the Catholic Church.. Chapter and verse numbers in all 
the more popular Bibles are made for protestants by the Catholic 
church. 
 
 There is nothing wrong in adding chapter and verse numbers as 
long as they are made to help to quickly locate and understand 
truth and not used to twist truth to make the translated Bible 
records teach a lie.  
 
Archbishop Langton of the Catholic Church, in his system of 
chapter and verses, Langton creates a time conspiracy with the 
purpose to deceive a world of the Saints as he creates in this one 
verse the beginning the false chapter divisions of Mark 16:1.  The 
misplacing chapter numbers by the archbishop Langton, makes the 
entire Bible appear to be written in the pagan artificial pagan 
calendar established first by the ancient Egyptians. 
    
The misplacing beginning Chapter number Mark 16:1 by the 
purchase of spices on Sunday will cause the Bible students in 
every popular translated Bible establish the pagan time keeping for 
the entire Bible.  To misplace the purchase of spices to be a part of 
the resurrection of the Christ, will cause all Bible translators to 
base the entire Bible on the Pagan time keeping system of the 
pagan “week days” of the seven sky gods of the ancient Egyptians.   
 



The Ancient Bible scrolls and the later codices, because of the 
expense of written materials are written without spaces, chapter or 
verse numbers.  To make search easy and to give more clarity of 
the text was supposed to be the only reason to make the creation of 
chapter and verse numbers for the Bible by the Catholic Church. 
Keep in mind The Catholic Church is a group people that do not 
believe in the Bible as the final written word of God. This gives the 
Catholic Church a great advantage to manipulate your Bible to 
deceive you and they will make your Bible speak to protect their 
different Catechism (instructions making the claim to be the only 
true instructions from God through the Pope). 
 
Members of the Catholic do not believe it is a sin to change your 
written Bible records to co inside with the decisions of the Pope 
and the Catholic catechism (Catholic instruction making the claim 
to be from God).  
 
 To this day, all the most popular translated English Bibles 
translate the Christ to resurrect on the first day of the “week” (of 
the seven sky gods) in their false Bible translations. The Catholic 
archbishop Langton with a purpose of time conspiracy will 
misplace as part of the resurrection in Mark 16:1. The purpose of 
Archbishop Langton is to make the resurrection record false and to 
say the women will Purchase Spices to anoint the dead body of the 
Christ after midnight and after sunrise on a Sunday. Then the 
record is a twisting of the devil, with the purpose to make the 
record appear to be saying after the purchase of Spices after 
sunrise on Sunday, the women will bring the spices to the tomb on 
Sunday after sunrise to anoint the dead body of the Christ. 
  
 In my discussions and debates with our brethren about this time 
conspiracy made by the Catholic church, some will actually 
misquote Mark 16 verse one and say the women “Brought Spices" 
to the tomb after sunrise instead of “Bought spices.” Then they will 
reply the need to look at the other records of the resurrection sure 



enough when the women come to the Tomb they are indeed said to 
be bringing spices to the tomb.  But take careful note when the 
other record reveals the women made the purchase of the spices 
was after the Passover Sabbath and not after the seventh day 
Sabbath or not a purchase of spices on a Sunday. Take another 
note we have records of the women actually bringing the spices to 
the tomb at the resurrection moment of the Christ  over twelve 
hours before sunrise in the book of Matthew and Luke.    
 
The Catholic translations of Mark 16:1 is making the record say 
the women purchase spices on Sunday morning to bring spices to 
the tomb with the intent to place the spices on the dead body of 
Christ. This false record is made apparent to deceive and to teach 
the women do not know Christ has already resurrected over twelve 
hours earlier by other very clear written records of other gospel 
writers. Now if the other gospel records are written so clear to 
make a dusk of the evening resurrection, why do Bible translators 
not translate Bibles mark 16:1 to show Christ resurrected at dusk 
of the evening some twelve hours before sunrise?  
 
The purchase of spices to put on the dead body of the Christ after 
sunrise on Sunday would make other true Bible translations of the 
resurrection moment a very clear contradiction. Placing Mark 
chapter 16 verse 1 in the Catholic Bible translation cause Bible 
translators to be made to believe that the purchase of spices on 
Sunday proves that in all Bible records the Christ must have 
resurrected according to the artificial measure of the seven day 
week of the seven sky gods. The artificial measure of a solar Day 
of Sunday is a solar day that the measure must divide artificially at 
Midnight and not naturally at dusk of the evening. 
 
To correct the apparent problem of a contradiction from the 
Purchase of Spices in Sunday morning the Bible translators are 
forced to translate all other records of the resurrection must be 
construed in translations in the pagan time mode of the artificial 



weekdays of the seven sky gods.  Any adult with only a half of a 
brain knows that our week days are all named after seven pagan 
gods of the seven day week of the seven sky gods. The first day of 
the week is the day of the pagan Sun god.  
 
  We can see how the false record of the purchase of spices on 
Sunday morning creates the false belief that the Christ has -not 
risen before sunrise on the day of the sun god or Sunday. 
 
 
 
This twisting the Bible records in chapter manipulations made with 
the purpose to promote the false religion of the Catholic Church to 
make a pagan “Set Time” to worship on the day of the sun god or 
Sunday.   To this day in the twenty-first century, this change in the 
Bible records continues to twist and deceive about the truth to 
change the resurrection moment of the Christ from the dusk or at 
the time of "even" (equal dark and light) of the solar day "Mia" to 
a false sunrise resurrection on a Sunday morning.  Catholic 
celebrates the resurrection moment of Christ on the pagan day of 
the sun god for over seventeen hundred years in the Catholic 
catechism.  
 
No the Archbishop did not need to add the word "week" to make 
Mark 16:1 A false translated Bible record. The Purchase of spices 
on Sunday automatically adds the word “Week” of the seven sky 
gods to the entire Bible records 
 
Take note, our modern civil Calendar is not the Bible calendar of 
the solar days or days of the moon that determine certain Bible 
time events.  The written record will crucify Christ according to 
the calendar days of the moon Abib and the record will resurrect 
Christ according to the solar calendar of the day “Mia” or day one 
of the seven day solar “Sabbaton.”  



Language Nuance is of the word Sabbaton is found only in 
language of the Hebrew or Greek Israelites or the Jewish society.   
 
For the novice allow us to give the description of word “Nuance.” 
If you want to tell King Solomon about a “Car,” you would need to 
explain what a car is because there is no nuance in the Language of 
King Solomon for the word "Car." 
 
Every different trade and profession has different words of Nuance 
to describe the particulars of the trade or profession.  To learn to 
operate a computer you must learn computer word nuance. The 
medical profession has different word nuance that must be learned. 
Law profession has different word nuance that must be learned. 
The Bible has certain different word nuance such as the Greek 
word "Sabbaton" that you must learn word nuance before you can 
understand true Bible time of the seven day solar Sabbaton.  
 
 
A “Sabbaton” is strictly only a Jewish terminology of a homonym 
word.  There is no word equivalent for the Greek word Sabbaton in 
any other language in the entire world, except the Hebrew word 
“Shebuah.” The Hebrew word definition is the same for the Greek 
word Sabbaton. The Greek word Sabbaton the Bible translator 
must transliterate, to describe or interpret into other languages and 
the Bible student must learn how to measure the seven day solar 
Sabbaton of God to correctly understand the true resurrection 
moment of the Christ.  The Sabbaton of God is not measured from 
midnight the same as the week day of the religion of the ancient  
pagans. 
 
This record tells us how to measure the Sabbaton of God; "from 
even [dusk] unto even [dusk] you must celebrate your Sabbaton" 
(Lev 23:54).  The Bible word “Even” is a Bible time to start the 
Bible solar day when there is equal dark and light. Christ will 
resurrect in an awesome astronomical miracle at the time that will 



parallel other awesome Astronomical miracles created to parallel 
other awesome miracles of time events of God at "Even." 
 
If you allow your Bible translators to start the Sabbaton of as a 
pagan week of the seven sky gods at midnight, you allow your 
Bible translators to totally wreck for your salvation the entire 
gospel of Christ. 
 
 The Saints of God will celebrate that miracle of the awesome 
astronomical Set Time event of the resurrection only at “Even.” 
 
Because the word Sabbaton is a “homonym word”, so by rules of 
grammar the context must determine the different word meanings 
for the Greek word “Sabbaton.”  
 
 The Pope of the Catholic Church ordains for us our modern civil 
calendar. Our every day lives is the basis found only on the pagan 
artificial measure of time and not any part of Bible time keeping. 
“Artificial” is meaning in astronomy artificial time is not a natural 
occurring start of a measure of Time. Solar days that start 
artificially from a given point on earth relative to a measure to 
another given point (the North Star) is identified in astronomy as 
the artificial time measure.    The “week” days made first by 
pagans for the seven sky gods start at midnight and is a measure of 
time made only with clocks.  
 
Because we live by a pagan civil calendar of the week of the seven 
sky gods, learning Bible truth of Bible set times of God becomes 
very complicated.   If you learn anything, first learn that our God 
did not make any time measure that needs a clock to determine any 
time of any Bible solar day of God.  
 
Bible truth needed for your salvation; read this Bible records to see 
in this Bible translation to learn when the women purchasing 
spices on any part of any Sunday (the day of the sun god). Read 



the Ekklesia Bible translation in “Dynamic Equivalent” or 
“thought for thought” Bible translation. 
 
 To understand the Bible record you must get out of your mind to 
start of the Bible solar day at midnight.  
 
They crucify Christ on the day of preparation (to eat the Passover 
on the beginning all night period of the next day, the day before the 
day of Passover will be a high Sabbath day. When the record says 
”On the Morrow" after the day of preparation at dusk of the “even” 
you are awake and you can see the new day begin at dusk of the 
evening.  If you do not understand, the moment when, the morrow 
after the day that Christ died will be at dusk of the evening you 
will fail to understand the both records of entombment or the 
resurrection of Christ.    
 
 The record of the women that follow Christ from Galilee, 
moments after the death of Christ. 
Matthew {27:55} And many women were there beholding from 
afar, who had followed Y'ehsus from Galilee, ministering unto 
him: {27:56} among whom was Maria Magdalene, and Maria the 
mother of James and Joses, and the mother of the sons of Zebedee.  
 
    {27:57} And when [dusk of] even was come, there came a rich 
man from Arimathaea, named Joseph, who also himself was 
Y'ehsus' disciple. 
 
Note Located In the very end of the Chapter of Luke {23:56} And 
they [the women that followed Christ from Galilee] returned [after 
the Passover Sabbath(1)], and prepared spices and ointments. And 
on the [seventh] Sabbath [day] they rested according to the 
commandment.  
 
(1) Luke gives the record that the crucifixion of the Christ is on 
the 14th day of the moon Abib, “the day to kill the lambs.” The 



day came meaning at the beginning of the dark.  In our artificial 
time, the record would say, “Then came Tuesday night” because 
Tuesday night at dusk begins the fourth day of creation.   
(2) {Luke 22:7} and is also prophesied by Daniel to be on the 
“fourth solar day” of the seven day solar “Sabbaton” according to 
prophecy (See Daniel 9:27). The record of Daniel prophesies that 
the messiah on the forth day of creation will stop the sacrifice and 
oblation in the Middle of the Hebrew Shebuah or the middle of the 
Sabbaton see the Greek Septuagint. The middle of the Sabbaton is 
the 4th day of the Greek "Sabbaton” or the fourth day of creation). 
The fourth day of creation begins Tuesday night at dusk of evening 
and ends at Wednesday night at dusk.  
 
The body of Christ was the finish of the entombment (see Luke 
23:54) at the exact Greek time of "epiphosko." “Epiphosko” is 
lighting up the night of the new day. Epiphosko is the exact 
parallel to the same time of Epiphosko in the astronomical Miracle 
of the resurrection moment on the beginning night of the day Mia 
(Mat 28;1) .  
   
The body of Christ was finish entombment at Epiphosko on the 
very beginning of the Passover Sabbath day at dusk at the 
beginning of the 15th day of the moon Abib.  
 
This beginning night of the entombment of Christ there was a full 
moon to celebrate the Old Passover of the Jews.  
 
The night that Christ was entombed the women rested on this 
Passover high Sabbath day. The women return and purchase spices 
after the Passover Sabbath but the women did not take the spices to 
the Tomb on the day they purchase spices..  Then the women will 
rest on the seventh day Sabbath and in the night of the resurrection 
they -brought the spices to the tomb at epiphosko (dusk at the 
lighting up the night) of the day Mia. 
 



Now Examine this Ekklesia Bible translation in the record of Mark 
and see the exact parallel record of the purchase of spices found 
written in Luke is also translated to be on the same day in Mark 
15:48. 
 
Mark chapter {15:48} And when the [Passover] Sabbath was past, 
Maria Magdalene, and Maria the [mother] of James, and Salome, 
bought spices, that they might come and anoint him.  Note Mark 
says nothing about when the women “brought” the Spices to the 
tomb. 
 
 
Look in your Bible translation. 
  Do you see in the Bible that you read has written in Mark chapter 
15 with the verse number 48. If you do not see this Bible record, 
You must discover why your Bible translation does not show the 
record of women purchase spices at the end of Mark chapter 15. 
  
Question for your salvation, be honest do you see the record saying 
the women purchasing spices on any part of Sunday or the first day 
of the week (of the seven sky gods) in this Ekklesia Bible 
translation?  Now read from the Ekklesia Bible translation the 
parallel to the women purchasing in Luke 
Luke {23:56} And they [the women that followed Christ from 
Galilee] returned [after the Passover Sabbath, and prepared spices 
and ointments. And on the [seventh] Sabbath [day] they rested 
according to the commandment.  
 
Another question is this translation in the Ekklesia Bible, the 
purchase of spices made at same time of the same day of Luke the 
same in as this record in the end of Mark. 
 
If you want to be saved, you must choose the correct Bible 
translation record of the purchase of spices.  Decide truth for your 
eternity about the purchase of spices by the women.  



 
You Question, How could the record of the purchase of spices 
affect my salvation? The answer is very complicated because there 
are Devils that are clever whose only purpose is use the purchase 
of spices to translate the Bible to change the resurrection moment 
of the Christ. The wicked Bible translators will change the Bible 
record by misplacing the chapter number showing the true day they 
purchase the spices. When devils make false Bible translations is 
for the only purpose to deceive you and if they deceive you by this 
false Bible translation, they will cause you to make false worship 
to God. When you make false worship to God, without the mercy 
of God for your ignorance in false worship will surely rob you of 
eternal life.  
 
You must discover truth is these two Bible records of Mark and 
Luke both are saying the same.  Is this a true and exact time 
parallel in the record of the purchase of spices written in both Mark 
15:48 and Luke 23:56) the same. 
 
Now you may not believe you need truth to be saved but I warn 
you to take the safe course and make your calling and election 
certain (2Pet 1:10). 
 
Now read the Ekklesia Bible translation Mark {16:1} And very 
early [morning] on the [day Mia] the One of the seven solar days, 
they come to the tomb when the sun was risen. 
 
The Day Mia or "day One" is not a measure the same as “Sunday” 
or the artificial day measure of the first day of the week of the 
seven sky gods. Look in the Greek Septuagint. The day Mia Starts 
first from the dusk of the evening and is time measure made with 
only one completely dark period. 
 



Sunday or the first day of the week of the seven sky gods is a false 
Bible artificial time measure made with two completely opposite 
dark periods.   
 
Now notice this record of Mark 16:1. In the Ekklesia Bible, do you 
see the women appear to make the of purchase spices on a Sunday 
morning? Take note in the Ekklesia Bible translation the different 
locations of chapter and verse number from all other more popular 
Bible translations.  
 
Now if you see a Bible translation giving a different time to 
purchase spices from this true Bible translation then take a close 
look to see if your Bible translators are making a dangerous 
deception that is so serious it may well rob you of your eternal life.  
 
This is just of one many Articles and Letters we will post to and 
from the Moderators on the Ekklesia Bible Project web site to 
show what this Ekklesia Bible project is restoring truth to the 
Saints. 
 
This article is a reply to Buff Scott JR. concerning the restoration 
of the true resurrection moment of the Christ and time set by God 
to celebrate worship of keeping the memorial of Christ at the true 
resurrection moment.  
 
Parts of Our statement of Faith, The prophecy of Daniel 7:25-27 
was fulfilled by Constantine and the Catholic church and this 
prophecy of Daniel continues this day in all false Bible translation. 
The Ekklesia Bible Project is also fulfilling the prophecy of Daniel 
that prophesies the Saints will restore Bible "Set Times" of God to 
worship, Restore Laws and remove "Words" or Names of 
Blasphemy mentioned in the Prophecy of Daniel.   
 Do you see the warning from God, Bible set times to worship will 
be changed by the coming: the eleventh horn is Constantine that 
starts the Catholic church. 



 
Daniel {7:24} And as for the ten horns, out of this kingdom shall 
ten kings arise: and another [the eleventh horn] shall arise after 
them; and he shall be different from the [other kings], and he shall 
defeat three kings. {7:25} And he [the eleventh horn] shall speak 
[blasphemous] words against the Most High, and [blasphemous 
words] shall deceive the saints of the Most High; and he shall think 
[he can] change the set times [to worship] and [change] the laws 
[of the most high]; and they [the deceived Saints] shall be given 
into his hand until a time and times and the dividing [of the Saints] 
for a time. 
To this day in the twenty-first Century, -All the more popular Bible 
translations mistranslate true Bible time and all the Times God has 
set to worship in all the more popular Bible translations are 
mistranslated.  We the Ekklesia of Christ reason the only true Time 
set to celebrate in the true name of the worship is “the Passover” 
(Some name the "Lord’s Supper"). 
 
When Daniel prophesies of restoring Bible set times to worship in 
Chapter 7;  Daniel is giving the prophecy of the Saints will restore 
understanding in Bible translations the evening and morning of the 
Bible solar days in chapter 8.  
 
See Daniel {8:14} And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and 
three hundred evenings [and] mornings; then shall the sanctuary be 
cleansed.  All bible solar days are measured from evening to the 
morning.   In the entire Bible There is no measure of any days of 
God written just once with the artificial measure from midnight. If 
you have a Bible that translates with the word “week” or “month’ 
you have a false Bible translation that will deceive you and cause 
you to make pagan worship to God and pagan worship will rob you 
of eternal life. 
 
God establish by His astronomical miracle of the awesome 
resurrection moment is made to parallel other awesome 



astronomical miracles to put a great power in the gospel of Christ 
to convince in the gospel of Christ. Change this true resurrection 
moment of the Christ and you rip the great power to convince from 
out of the Gospel record.  
 
 
If the resurrection moment in your more popular Bible translation 
does not parallel other awesome astronomical Time events but 
instead contradict other astronomical time events that fact should 
be the first indicator that you have a false Bible translation of the 
resurrection moment of the Christ.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


